IN THE 1978 MOVIE "GREASE," WHO SAYS THE
FAMOUS LINE, "TELL ME ABOUT IT, STUD?"

● RIZZO
● SANDY
● MARTY
● FRENCHY
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Have a Question About Your Car?
Just give us a call! We always enjoy hearing from our
valued customers. Whether you have a question about vehicle
maintenance, a repair question, or just want to call to say “Hello”,
we’d love to hear from you. Feel free to give us
a call at (941) 575-8868.

Imagine being stuck in traffic on a 90-degree day when your
vehicle’s air conditioning system malfunctions. With summer
heating up, the non-profit Car Care Council recommends that
motorists have their A/C system checked to make sure it’s
working properly.
“As the weather turns warmer, the last thing anyone wants
to be is hot under the collar in their vehicle when they are
driving to work or on a family vacation,” said Rich White,
Executive Director, Car Care Council. “Making sure your A/C
system is working properly will keep you & your passengers
cool & safe, making it a very enjoyable summer on the road.”
A vehicle’s heating, ventilation & air conditioning system (HVAC) keeps the interior cabin comfortable in
any season by providing the right temperature & humidity level. Typical A/C service by a professional
service technician consists of the following steps:
•Service technician visually inspects hoses, lines, seals & other components for leaks as well
as inspects the drive belt for cracks or damage.
•Technician checks pressure to test operation, refrigerant charge & outlet temperatures.
•If the system is found to be low on refrigerant, a leak test is performed to find the source
of the leak. Leaking refrigerant heats up a vehicle & damages the ozone layer.
•Refrigerant may be added, if necessary, to “top off” the system, although some states
do not allow “topping off.”
•A technician may also check for evidence of refrigerant cross-contamination.
•A/C service should also include a check of the compressor’s
drive belt & tension.
The Car Care Council also recommends that when having a vehicle’s
HVAC system inspected, the cabin air filter be checked to make sure air is
flowing properly into the car.

IN THE 1978 MOVIE "GREASE," WHO SAYS THE
FAMOUS LINE, "TELL ME ABOUT IT, STUD?"

● SANDY

The musical “Grease” first hit theaters on July
16, 1978 & was an instant hit. Featuring John
Travolta & Olivia Newton-John in the lead roles
of Danny & Sandy, it’s the story
of a summer romance that
blossoms during the stars'
senior year of high school. In
the finale, just before the hit
song "You're the One that I
Want" begins, Sandy utters the
ionic line to Danny, "Tell me
about it, stud." She drops her
wholesome image to snag her
greaser boyfriend, while Danny
drops his leather jacket for a
letterman's sweater to impress
his wholesome girl. The
result is nothing short of movie magic!
Source: Moviefone.com

"A hot dog at the
ballgame beats roast
beef at the Ritz."
Humphrey Bogart

On July 22nd, relax in the shade
and enjoy National Hammock
Day. These portable, comfortable
slings create excellent napping
spaces no matter where you are!
Though the hammock dates
back thousands of years to Central America where it
protected people from creatures and dirt, the netted bed
didn’t find Europe until explorers brought it back in the
17th century. Not long after, the hammock found its way
onto naval ships, providing comfort and maximizing
space. After swaying across the oceans, the hammock
eventually became a more leisurely item. Made from
a variety of fabrics, it suspended between trees in
backyards and at lake cabins. Easily packed into a
backpack, hammocks became essential elements of
survival. Hikers, campers and mountain climbers added
the light and compact sleep sling to their kits.
So, whether you use a hammock to take a nap or as a
convenient tool in your camping kit, July 22ndrecognizes
one innovative way to catch some sleep!

